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Abstract. Student agency has long been viewed as a critical element in gamebased learning. Agency refers to the degree of freedom and control that a student
has to perform meaningful actions in a learning environment. While long
postulated to be central to student self-regulation, there is limited evidence on the
design of game-based learning environments that promote student agency and its
effect on learning. This paper reports on an experiment to investigate the impact
of student agency on learning and problem-solving behavior in a game-based
learning environment for microbiology. Students interacted with one of three
versions of the system. In the High Agency condition, students could freely
navigate the game’s 3D open-world environment and perform problem-solving
actions in any order they chose. In the Low Agency condition, students were
required to traverse the environment and solve the mystery in a prescribed
partially ordered sequence. In the No Agency condition, students watched a video
of an expert playing the game by following an “ideal path” for solving the
problem scenario. Results indicate that students in the Low Agency condition
achieved greater learning gains than students in both the High Agency and No
Agency conditions, but exhibited more unproductive behaviors, suggesting that
artfully striking a balance between high and low agency best supports learning.
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1 Introduction
Intelligent game-based learning environments have been investigated across a broad
range of domains [1–3]. By integrating the rich problem scenarios of inquiry learning
environments [4] and the adaptive pedagogy of intelligent tutoring systems [5, 6],
intelligent game-based learning environments can deliver personalized learning
experiences that dynamically scaffold learning and engagement. There is growing
evidence to suggest that game-based learning environments can benefit learning, but
the relationship between learning and game design is complex [3, 7, 8]. For example, a
recent meta-analysis found that while serious games were more effective than
conventional instruction methods in terms of learning and retention, they did not
increase motivation [3]. Another recent study suggested that popular gamification
features (i.e., performance-based rewards) and an award-winning educational game
were less effective at promoting transferrable knowledge gains than a non-game
environment for algebra education [9]. These findings raise important questions about

how intelligent game-based learning environments should be designed in order to
realize their envisioned educational potential. At the core of these questions is the
degree to which student agency should be incorporated into a game-based learning
environment.
A salient feature of intelligent game-based learning environments is their support for
student agency. In this paper, student agency, which is related to constructs such as
control [10], self-determination [11], and self-regulated learning [12], aligns with the
definition from the game design literature, which defines player agency as the degree
of freedom and control that a student has to perform meaningful actions in a virtual
environment [13]. For example, if a student observes a location within a virtual
environment that she is not permitted to visit, this limitation is a constraint on the
student’s agency. Similarly, if a student perceives her own in-game actions (e.g., trial
and error strategy in testing potential sources of evidence) as having only superficial
effects on the game environment, her agency within the game is limited. In contrast, a
student who perceives herself as being able to perform any action that she desires in the
game world, even if the actual range of possible actions is limited, has a high degree of
agency, and may have a richer, more meaningful game experience.
For game-based learning environments, the assumption, supported by empirical
results, is that increased student agency is associated with higher levels of motivation
and involvement with the subject matter, and consequently better learning outcomes
[14, 15]. However, there is likely a balance to strike: increasing student agency can give
rise to behaviors that are associated with less desirable learning outcomes, as a person
exerting low levels of agency may not accurately monitor and regulate their cognitive,
metacognitive, and affective processes required for success [16]. This issue is related
to critiques of discovery learning [17, 18], which argue that providing too much
freedom and too little support leads to students struggling to select, organize, and
integrate relevant information in open-ended learning environments. A related concern
is the risk of “seductive details,” or superfluous features of a learning environment that
may distract students from a learning task [19]. Potentially harmful side effects of
student agency manifest in game-based learning environments when students devote
significant time to off-task behaviors, which are associated with reduced student
learning and negative affect [20, 21].
In this study, we investigate the relationship between student agency, learning, and
problem-solving behavior in an intelligent game-based learning environment for
microbiology education, CRYSTAL ISLAND. Specifically, we examine three distinct
versions of CRYSTAL ISLAND. In the High Agency version, students can freely explore
the game’s 3D virtual environment and perform problem-solving actions in any order
they choose. In the Low Agency version, students must visit a series of in-game
locations in a fixed linear sequence, where they must complete a specified set of
problem-solving actions in each location before progressing in the game. In the No
Agency version, students passively watch a video of an expert playing CRYSTAL ISLAND
and modeling an “ideal path” for solving the problem scenario. With these conditions
we investigate three research questions. First, how do different agency conditions affect
learning? Second, for the High and Low Agency conditions, what problem-solving
behaviors in the environment account for the differences in learning between the
conditions? Finally, what effect, if any, does the agency manipulation have on problemsolving behavior in the game environment?

2 Related Work
Designing game-based learning environments that afford high levels of student agency
is motivated by the hypothesis that increasing agency will produce higher levels of
involvement, interest, and motivation, which will subsequently lead to better learning
outcomes. This argument has empirical support, including evidence that increased
perceptions of control are associated with higher levels of direct and relative enjoyment
and perceived competence [22]. However, it is important that the mechanisms that
afford the higher levels of motivation be aligned with the target learning objectives. For
example, allowing students freedom to explore might result in them not encountering
some elements of the subject matter [17]. Additionally, some students may not be able
to properly plan, monitor, and react, rendering them ineffective when given more
autonomy in a learning task [12].
High levels of student agency have been a purposeful design feature of several
prominent game-based learning environments, such as Quest Atlantis [23] and Virtual
Performance Assessments [24]. These games allow students to move freely through a
multi-user game world as they gather information through reading scientific texts,
interact with virtual characters, form hypotheses, collect data, and synthesize their
findings. Studies with iSTART-2 have investigated agency by analyzing students’
choice patterns in a game-like environment, finding that student success is closely
related to a student’s ability to exercise controlled choice patterns, as opposed to
disorganized (i.e., random) choice patterns [14]. A study with a previous version of
CRYSTAL ISLAND showed that learning gains and in-game problem-solving
performance are correlated with several facets of engagement, including presence and
perceived interest [15]. In this paper, we extend this line of work by reporting on a
study that isolates the effects of game design features intended to manipulate student
agency and investigating their impact on student learning and problem-solving
behavior.

3 CRYSTAL ISLAND
CRYSTAL ISLAND is a game-based learning environment that integrates science problem
solving and literacy education within an interactive science mystery. Students adopt the
role of a medical field agent who has been sent to a remote island research station to
investigate an epidemic among a team of scientists. Students determine the source and
identity of the disease, as well as recommend a treatment plan by exploring the game
environment, conversing with non-player characters, running tests in a virtual
laboratory, and completing an in-game diagnosis worksheet. The island features several
buildings, including an infirmary, dining hall, laboratory, and various residences where
the student can gather information and talk to characters. In addition, students read
complex informational texts (e.g., in-game books and articles) that describe relevant
microbiology concepts about viruses, bacteria, immunization, and how diseases spread.
Students must apply and synthesize microbiology knowledge to successfully diagnose
the illness and solve the mystery.

To investigate the effects of agency on student learning, three versions of CRYSTAL
ISLAND were developed. In the High Agency version, students moved freely throughout
the virtual environment after completing a brief gameplay tutorial near the entrance of
the island. In this version, students navigated between buildings and interacted with
non-player characters and virtual objects at will. In the Low Agency version, students
investigated the mystery in a fixed order. As shown in Figure 1, students moved
between buildings in a prescribed order: they completed a tutorial near the entrance of
the island, then transitioned to the Infirmary, followed by the Living Quarters, Bryce’s
Quarters, Dining Hall, and the Lab. In each location, students were required to interact
with all of the virtual characters, virtual books, and virtual objects in that building
before moving on to the next location (Figure 2). This includes fully traversing dialog
trees for each virtual character, as well as reading each of the virtual books and articles
in the building, along with their accompanying assessments of reading comprehension.
These texts presented information regarding relevant microbiology concepts, which are
instrumental to successfully developing hypotheses and solving the mystery. To
transition between buildings in the Low Agency version, students did not navigate
through the outdoor environment but instead utilized a “fast travel” interface; the fast
travel interface appeared whenever a student attempted to depart a location (e.g.,
walking to the exit door), and it provided students with a menu listing available
locations to which the student could teleport. Upon completing the initial tour of the
five buildings, students were free to return to previously visited buildings, and they
continued to use the fast travel interface to transition between locations. Eventually,
students returned to the Infirmary to submit their final diagnosis to the camp nurse.

Fig. 1. The “Ideal Path” of CRYSTAL ISLAND

In a third version, the No Agency condition, students watched a narrated video of an
expert solving the CRYSTAL ISLAND problem scenario. The walkthrough showed the
expert exploring each of the buildings, interacting with each of the virtual characters,
reading each of the books and articles, and testing each of the relevant virtual objects
in the same sequence as prescribed in the Low Agency condition.

The CRYSTAL ISLAND problem scenario consisted of three phases of gameplay:
(1) Tutorial, (2) Information Gathering, and (3) Diagnosis. Both the High Agency and
Low Agency versions of CRYSTAL ISLAND featured the same gameplay tutorial, which
was presented at the start of the game. The two game versions had only minor
differences in this phase. Next was the Information Gathering phase, which included
the series of gameplay activities occurring after the tutorial and prior to the student’s
arrival in the virtual laboratory, where she typically conducts a series of tests (i.e.,
scans) on hypothesized transmission sources of the disease. This phase focused on
exploring the virtual environment and gathering information from virtual characters,
books, and research articles. This phase unfolded differently between the Low Agency
and High Agency versions: the Low Agency version prescribed how the student must
complete the phase’s gameplay activities, whereas the High Agency version permitted
the student to complete the phase’s gameplay activities in any fashion she chose. After
conducting a first test with the laboratory scanning equipment, the Diagnosis phase
began. In the Low Agency version, the student was permitted to move freely between
buildings using the fast travel interface during the Diagnosis phase. In the High Agency
version, the student could also move freely between buildings, but she must navigate
the outdoors 3D environment to reach her destination. The Diagnosis phase concluded
after a student had successfully solved the mystery by submitting a correct diagnosis
and treatment plan to the camp nurse. We utilized these three gameplay phases in the
analysis of students’ problem-solving behavior and agency.

Fig. 2. Non-player character and book elements students were required to interact with.

4 Study Description
The study involved 105 college age students randomly assigned to one of the three
study conditions: High Agency, Low Agency, and No Agency. Seven students were
removed due to partial or missing data. This resulted in 98 students (M = 20.0 years

old, SD = 1.74) of which 59 (60.2%) were female. After removing the students for
which not all data had been collected, there were 33 students in the High Agency
condition, 34 in the Low Agency condition, and 31 students in the No Agency condition.
Students began the session by completing a 20-question multiple choice test assessing
their conceptual and application-based understanding of microbiology. Students were
then introduced to the game environment and played the game until completing the
mystery (approximately 60-90 minutes). Upon completing the game, students again
completed the same microbiology assessment, concluding the experimental session.

5 Results
To better understand the effect of agency on problem solving, we collected highgranularity timestamped game logs for each participant’s learning interactions. From
these interaction logs, several measures were calculated to summarize how a student
interacted with the game environment and provide insight into how the agency
manipulation affected their problem-solving behavior. These specific actions are
hypothesized to be related to problem solving, as they capture how students gather
information (reading books, speaking with non-player characters), organize the
information (editing the diagnosis worksheet), and test their hypotheses (scanning
objects, submitting the final solution). The measures reported include the number of
actions performed and the duration of the actions. The set of actions reported includes
conversations
with
non-player
characters
(ConversationCount
and
ConversationDuration), items scanned in the virtual laboratory (ScanCount), books and
articles read (BooksReadCount, ReadingDuration), edits to the diagnosis worksheet
(WorksheetCount, WorksheetDuration), and number of times the worksheet was
submitted (SubmitCount). Since students in the No Agency condition do not have
differences in gameplay actions, the majority of the analysis focuses on the differences
in the High Agency and Low Agency conditions.
Research Question 1: How do different agency conditions affect learning?
To address this research question, we examined students’ performance on the multiplechoice microbiology content test administered before and after students’ interactions
with CRYSTAL ISLAND. Using the pre-test score (Pre-Test) and post-test score (PostTest), Normalized Learning Gain (NLG) was calculated for each student participating
in the study. NLG is the difference between Post-Test and Pre-Test, standardized by
the total amount of improvement or decline possible from Pre-Test.
A one-way ANOVA was conducted to compare the effect of agency condition on
NLG and revealed a statistically significant effect of agency condition on NLG (F(2,
95) = 6.47 , p = 0.0023). A series of Welch two-sample t-tests, which do not assume
equal population variances, was used to conduct a post-hoc analysis of the differences
between conditions. The students in the Low Agency condition had significantly higher
learning gains than students in the High Agency condition according to an independent
two sample t-test (t = 2.33, p = 0.0231) and in the No Agency condition (t = 3.70, p <
0.001). Students in the High Agency condition did not exhibit statistically significantly

higher NLG than students in the No Agency condition (t = 1.17, p = 0.248). Among all
the participants, 71 of 98 (72.4%) exhibited positive learning gains, with 25 of the 33
(75.7%) in the High Agency condition, 30 of the 34 (88.2%) in the Low Agency and 16
of the 31 (51.6%) in the No Agency condition having positive learning gains.
Table 1. Means (SDs) of Pre-Test, Post-Test, and NLG across conditions.

Condition
All
High Agency
Low Agency
No Agency

Pre-Test

Post-Test

NLG

Participants

12.0 (2.79)
12.0 (2.58)
11.6 (2.88)
12.5 (2.91)

14.1 (2.82)
13.7 (3.01)
14.9 (2.40)
13.5 (2.91)

0.255 (0.304)
0.226 (0.315)
0.390 (0.256)
0.138 (0.290)

98
33
34
31

Research Question 2: What student problem-solving behaviors in the game
environment account for differences in learning between agency conditions?
Using the cumulative counts and durations of the different actions as predictors of
Normalized Learning Gain, a stepwise linear regression with Akaike Information
Criterion (AIC) was performed on all of the students to derive a set of significant
predictors. AIC tries to minimize the residual sum of squares while penalizing a model
with more parameters. This resulted in a linear model with SubmitCount, ScanCount,
WorksheetDuration, and ReadingDuration as significant predictors of NLG among all
67 participants with an R2 of 0.296. Two additional linear regressions were then
performed using the same features, one using the High Agency students and one using
the Low Agency students. In the High Agency model, both ScanCount and
ReadingDuration remain significant predictors of NLG and this model yields an R2
value of 0.371. In the Low Agency model, only WorksheetDuration remains significant
and the R2 value of 0.237 is lower than both the all students and High Agency models.
Table 2. Linear Regression Results predicting NLG from different groups’ gameplay actions

High Agency
Submit
Count
Scan
Count
Worksheet
Duration
Reading
Duration

Low Agency

B

SE B

b

t

B

SE B

b

t

0.018

0.040

0.025

0.453

0.028

0.015

0.099

1.86

-0.008 0.0032

-0.14

-2.62*

-0.0028

0.0032

-0.12

-0.89

-0.027

0.020

-0.070

-1.31

-0.025

0.0099 -0.047

-2.5*

0.014

0.0047

0.146

2.97**

0.0012

0.0047

0.257

2

R = 0.371

0.011

2

R = 0.237

Note: * p < 0.05, ** p < 0.01

The sign of the coefficients indicates how the actions are correlated with NLG,
keeping all other actions constant. The two coefficients for the SubmitCount and
ReadingDuration are both positive, indicating that more worksheet submissions and
more time spent reading books and articles predict higher NLG. ScanCount and

WorksheetDuration have negative coefficients, indicating that more scans and more
time spent on the worksheet predict lower NLG. The sign of these coefficients is
consistent across the three models with minimal variation in levels of magnitude but
moderate variation in levels of significance.
Research Question 3: How do different levels of student agency affect problem-solving
behavior in the game environment?
For this research question we first considered the effect on time spent in the
environment. A one-way MANOVA was conducted to compare the effect of high or
low agency on time spent in each interval: Tutorial, Information Gathering, and
Diagnosis, and revealed a statistically significant effect of agency condition on time
spent in each interval (F(3, 63) = 32.2 , p < 0.001). Note that No Agency is not included
here because students in this condition watched the same gameplay video and thus had
no variation in duration or gameplay behaviors. A series of Welch’s two-sample t-tests
was used to conduct a post-hoc analysis of the differences between the two conditions.
Because this results in multiple tests for significance, a Bonferroni correction (a =
0.5/4) was applied to the significance threshold to account for the familywise error rate.
With respect to the differences between the two gameplay conditions, students in the
Low Agency condition spent on average 19.0 minutes more in the game than students
in the High Agency condition. The majority of the disparity between durations appears
in the Information Gathering gameplay phase, the phase in which students in the Low
Agency condition are restricted from moving on to the next area and thus progressing
to the next phase. Overall, students in the Low Agency condition spent more than twice
the amount of time (M = 51 min.) as students in the High Agency condition (M = 23.7
min.) in the Information Gathering phase (Table 3).
Table 3. Means (SDs) Duration per gameplay interval in minutes for the High Agency and Low
Agency conditions

Duration Interval
All Gameplay
Tutorial
Information Gathering
Diagnosis

High Agency

Low Agency

t-value (p-value)

64.7 (18.8)
7.75 (3.13)
23.7 (13.4)
32.3 (13.8)

83.7 (17.7)
7.50 (2.63)
51.2 (8.91)
25.0 (14.8)

-4.50 (< 0.01)
0.353 (0.725)
-9.76 (< 0.01)
2.05 (0.0448)

In addition to duration, some of the other differences in gameplay actions can be
explained by the structure of the conditions. The Low Agency condition required
students to read all of the books and talk to all of the characters before progressing, so
it is expected that students in the Low Agency condition read more books, talked to
more characters, and spent more time performing both of these actions as shown in
Table 4. A one-way MANOVA was conducted to compare the effect of high and low
agency on six gameplay behaviors and revealed a statistically significant effect of
agency condition on the behaviors (F(6, 60)=5.31 , p<0.001). A post-hoc analysis using
Welch’s t-tests with a Bonferroni correction revealed the discrepancy between
conditions for the actions is manifest most prominently in the Information Gathering
phase, when students in the Low Agency condition have greater ConversationCount (t
= -7.28, p < 0.001), BooksRead (t = -10.4, p < 0.001), spend more time

ConversationDuration (t = -8.05, p < 0.001), and ReadingDuration (t = -8.21, p <
0.001).
Table 4. Comparison of actions between Low/High Agency Condition (Full Gameplay)

Gameplay Behavior
ConversationCount
BooksRead
SubmitCount
ConversationDuration
ReadingDuration
WorksheetDuration

High Agency

Low Agency

47.8 (8.70)
22.2 (9.54)
1.82 (1.34)
7.95 (1.54)
26.0 (10.5)
5.42 (2.58)

60.6 (14.9)
27.4 (7.76)
3.44 (3.52)
10.2 (2.04)
35.7 (8.71)
7.44 (4.87)

t-value (p-value)
-4.20 (< 0.01)
-2.41 (0.018)
-2.44 (0.017)
-4.92 (< 0.01)
-4.06 (< 0.01)
-2.08 (0.041)

Once students transitioned from the Information Gathering phase to the Diagnosis
phase, they were given full autonomy regardless of condition. Therefore, besides their
previous experience in the game (i.e. time spent in Tutorial and Information Gathering),
it would be expected that the experiences should be more similar between the two
conditions. A one-way MANOVA was conducted to compare the effect of high and
low agency on four gameplay behaviors from the Diagnosis phase and revealed a
statistically significant effect of agency condition on these gameplay behaviors (F(4,
62) = 12.87 , p < 0.001). A series of Welch’s two-sample t-tests with a Bonferroni
correction was used to conduct a post-hoc analysis of the differences between
conditions.
The differences in key game actions in the Diagnosis phase are summarized in Table
5. These comparisons indicate that students in the High Agency condition had higher
BooksRead and ReadingDuration than students in the Low Agency condition in the
Diagnosis phase. This is likely due to the fact that Low Agency students have already
read all of the content while High Agency students have not necessarily read all of the
content prior to scanning their first item, and may be more inclined to seek out
information to improve their hypotheses. Also of note is that students in the Low Agency
condition spent very little time reading books in this phase (M = 1.07 minute),
indicating there were very few instances of returning to review previously read
material. The students in the Low Agency condition also performed more incorrect
worksheet submissions than students in the High Agency condition. Since correctly
submitting the diagnosis worksheet is the final event required to complete the game, all
submissions before the last submission indicate incorrect worksheet submissions. The
higher number of SubmitCount for the Low Agency condition indicates that those
students engaged in more guessing than students in the High Agency condition. Finally,
while ScanCount was relatively equal between the two conditions, due to the Low
Agency students spending less time overall in the Diagnosis phase, their ScanCount per
minute was significantly higher than the High Agency condition. This result further
reinforces the view that in the Diagnosis phase, the Low Agency students spent the
majority of the time scanning objects and guessing solutions rather than conscientious
problem solving.
Table 5. Comparison of actions between Low/High Agency Condition (Diagnosis Phase)

Action Type

High Agency

Low Agency

t-stat (p-value)

SubmitCount
BooksRead
ReadingDuration
ScanCount per Minute

1.67 (1.17)
11.5 (9.11)
10.5 (7.91)
0.790 (0.364)

3.06 (3.25)
5.11 (7.79)
1.07 (0.99)
1.07 (0.361)

-2.28 (0.026)
3.09 (0.003)
6.92 (< 0.001)
-3.15 (0.002)

6 Discussion
Analysis of the gameplay differences between the High Agency and Low Agency
conditions reveals that many are likely due to the structural design of agency
manipulation used in this experiment. However, some of the differences observed
cannot be fully explained by the structure of the gameplay in those conditions. This
includes the differences in the Diagnosis phase, when students in each condition have
the same access to the gameplay environment. In this phase, students in the Low Agency
condition exhibited undesirable behaviors such as reading fewer books, attempting
more incorrect submissions, and performing a higher rate of scans than students in the
High Agency condition. These behaviors are undesirable because they are indicative of
“guess-and-check” problem solving because scans and submissions are attempts at
validating a student’s hypothesis while lack of reading indicates less informed
hypotheses. The difference in these types of behaviors suggests that students in the Low
Agency condition engaged in more “guess-and-check” problem solving than students
in the High Agency condition. Additionally, the negative coefficient of ScanCount in
the linear models supports the notion that testing a large number of hypotheses
negatively predicts Normalized Learning Gain, regardless of condition.
While the results presented here suggest that limiting agency can improve
performance on cognitive measures, they also suggest that limiting agency can have
detrimental effects, such as increased propensity for guessing. The findings support
previous work on discovery learning [17, 18] in that it may be beneficial to sacrifice
some agency to ensure that students have an opportunity to interact with all content
available. Overall, it suggests a need for scaffolding that adaptively promotes the most
effective learning interactions rather than forcing all students through the same path.
This calls for data-driven techniques for personalizing a game-based learning
environment with adaptive agency to encourage learning and reduce guess-and-check
problem solving.

7 Conclusion and Future Work
Game-based learning seeks to create learning interactions that are both effective and
engaging. A key feature of many game-based learning environments is providing
students with the freedom to experience agency by exploring and pursuing tasks in a
manner of their choosing, based on a complex set of factors that include individual
differences and self-regulatory skills. However, the more freedom that is provided, the
less structured the activity becomes, sometimes leading to impoverished learning

outcomes. The study presented here investigates the effect of manipulating the amount
of student agency on learning.
To test the effect of agency, we conducted a study with three conditions where
students were assigned to a High Agency condition, a more restrictive Low Agency
condition, or a No Agency condition consisting of watching a video walkthrough of a
game-based learning environment. Results showed that while all groups exhibited
positive learning gains, the Low Agency group had significantly higher normalized
learning gains. Regression analyses of students’ actions in the game-based learning
environment suggest that the strong performance of the Low Agency group may be
attributed to students’ more extensively engaging with instructional materials. Further
analyses of gameplay behaviors show that while High Agency students exhibited
productive behaviors, including completing the activity more efficiently than Low
Agency students, in the end Low Agency students exhibited greater learning gains.
The results suggest two important lines of investigation. First, it will be important to
explore the effect of the agency manipulation on students’ performance, scientific
reasoning, and self-regulated learning including motivational beliefs, metacognitive
monitoring, and cognitive and affective engagement [25]. Because a key promise of
game-based learning environments is their capacity to enable students to learn through
problem-solving episodes that are deeply engaging, it will be important to investigate
the motivational impact of varying student agency. Second, the results suggest that
there may be a significant benefit to designing in-game scaffolds that adaptively support
learning and self-regulatory processes that mediate agency, problem solving, and
performance. Well-designed adaptive scaffolding could potentially simultaneously
support effective learning interactions and enable students to have a deep sense of
autonomy throughout their game-based learning interactions.
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